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Humber College Broadcast-Broadband Convergence (B2C) Lab 
 
Humber College is leading the way towards the development of Canada’s first Broadcast-Broadband 
Convergence (B2C) Lab to explore multisectoral data delivery applications enabled by the new 
Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) 3.0 television broadcast standard. The ATSC 3.0 
standard runs on an IP backbone and shares a common base clock with 5G networks so it can be 
easily integrated to improve broadcast mobility and convergence use-cases with 5G delivery. 
Humber’s research will include OTA broadcast-datacast applications with global data delivery 
standards providing seamless integration with fixed and mobile devices across any content 
environment. The 3.0 standard and its convergence capabilities can play a significant role in drafting 
the blueprint of Industry 4.0 where data science, AI and machine learning are the bedrock of how 
industries are being digitally transformed.  

Datacasting opportunities can have a wide range of applications from IoT (Internet of Things) 
connectivity, autonomous vehicles, smart cities, geo-targeted emergency alerting, programmable 
advertising, distance learning, smart agriculture, forestry and mining and more. The B2C Lab will be 
the first R&D test bed in North America equipped with both an ATSC 3.0 broadcast ecosystem and 
5G core network. The core mission of the B2C Lab is to position Humber as a leader in ATSC 3.0 
convergence technology research and development, creating services and solutions for industry that 
will foster the potential of a true heterogenous communications network for data delivery 
incorporating the best of standards technologies. 

Benefits to Companies 

 Television Interactivity:  The convergence of broadcast TV with broadband internet content 
delivery opens the door to new interactivity in TV programming. Linear TV programming can be 
designed to integrate with internet delivered content. Other features in 3.0 broadcasts include geo-
targeting, addressable advertising (dynamic ad and content exchange) to regain revenue source 
through a highly personalized advertising experience, hybrid Pay-TV services offering multi-screen 
bundles with security and DRM, premium tiers of service, multiple camera angles and customization 
possibilities for sports, essentially TV 'video on demand' – all invaluable resources in revenue growth 
that can occur in the direct-to-consumer base for broadcasters.  

Data Delivery: Internet and mobile networks struggle to meet the ever-increasing demands of 
streaming video and other bandwidth-hungry content. ATSC 3.0 is currently the world’s most 
efficient one-to-many data delivery system with return channel capabilities via broadband. A 
managed heterogenous network that incorporates both ATSC 3.0 broadcast and 5G delivery can 
serve as a capacity multiplier for end-users and address gaps in network coverage.  
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GPS Augmentation: Countless industries such as avionics, telecommunications, agriculture, and 
transportation rely on GPS to enhance productivity, increase safety and improve security. Gaps 
where GPS is not available through satellite coverage due to jamming or poor reception 
(underground parking, tunnels, etc.) can be supported with broadcast transmission via ATSC 3.0. The 
new robust standard can penetrate buildings and concrete, and with precision time protocol 
inherent in its design, ATSC 3.0 can deliver GPS augmentation and back-up for critical services 
including transportation.  

 

 

 

We look forward for the opportunity to engage with you as an industry partner in our B²C Lab 
development to deliver exciting new innovation in the Canadian marketplace. 

To learn more about the Humber B²C Lab announcement including video highlight reel, please visit: 

https://www.atsc.org/atsc-progress/humber-institute-of-technology-and-advanced-learning/ 

For further inquiries, please contact Orest Sushko, Humber College B²C Lab Project Lead at: 
orest.sushko@humber.ca 

 
 


